
Robots vs. Disease: 
Modeling Biomedical Research 

in your Classroom

1

Robots at Harvard and MIT prepare samples of cells and take tens of 
thousands of fluorescence microscope pictures of each sample daily. 
It is a needle-in-a-haystack problem to find images that show cells 
displaying rare and unusual characteristics, but finding them is 
critically important for understanding disease. Meet the scientist who 
created free software that "looks" at images and learns from the 
biologist what types of cells to look for.  The session will involve a 
presentation about the how this technology is currently enabling 
research on cancer, tuberculosis, and neurodegenerative diseases, 
plus a hands-on activity that models how the computer learns to 
recognize cells of interest, starring you as "the computer."  Pictures 
from the presentation and all materials necessary to do the activity 
will be provided to you on a CD.
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Robots vs. Disease
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• Presentation - How automation has advanced biology
• Presentation - Case study: finding new treatments for 
tuberculosis using automated imaging
• Demo - free software for image analysis
• Presentation - Machine learning to score cells
• Activity - Hands-on machine learning
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Automation has advanced biology: Sequencing
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Automation has advanced biology: Sequencing
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Year:           1990
Cost:          $0.75/bp                
Days/3 Gb*: 30,000                           

*The human genome is 3 Gb
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Automation has advanced biology: Sample prep.
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Automation has advanced biology: Microscopy
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What can we do with 100,000+ images per day?
* Test a million chemicals to see which impede cancer growth
* Test a million chemicals to see which prevent neural degeneration
* Test every gene in the genome to see which are required for proper metabolic function
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Robots vs. Disease
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• Presentation - How automation has advanced biology
• Presentation - Case study: finding new treatments for 
tuberculosis using automated imaging
• Demo - free software for image analysis
• Presentation - Machine learning to score cells
• Activity - Hands-on machine learning
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Case study: Tuberculosis
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9.2 million new cases of tuberculosis in 2006
1.7 million deaths in 2006

WHO Report, Global Tuberculosis Control 2008
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Alternate approach to find antibiotics (effective and not evil)
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Automated image analysis
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Find tuberculosis 
bacteria

Find 
human 
cells

Count the number of  
bacteria per cell
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Automated image analysis
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Collaboration with Leah Cowen, Lindquist lab, 
Whitehead Institute: Eukaryotic Cell, 2006 Collaboration with Novartis

Yeast colony size:
Goal: to understand pathways 
leading to drug-resistant yeast

Image analysis can yield biological knowledge
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www.cellprofiler.org
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Convenient for biologists, convenient for algorithm comparisons

CellProfiler in action
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Robots vs. Disease
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• Presentation - How automation has advanced biology
• Presentation - Case study: finding new treatments for 
tuberculosis using automated imaging
• Demo - free software for image analysis: 
www.cellprofiler.org
• Presentation - Machine learning to score cells
• Activity - Hands-on machine learning
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A wealth of information is in cell appearance

Images: http://www.microscopyu.com 27
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What are the functions 
of every gene in the genome? *
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of every gene in the genome? *

* Note: do not propose to answer this question in your fellowship application
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Finding genes that regulate certain cellular traits
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Cytoprofile of 500+ features measured for each cell

Illustrations by Bang Wong, Nadav Kupiec, & Christopher Lewis

Automated Cell Image Processing
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• Automatic machine learning
• Biological expertise during training phaseMakes use of: • ~50 features per cell, chosen from ~500

• Features are weighted, no hard thresholds

Automatically scoring complex phenotypes
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How can we score complex phenotypes?
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Breast cancer
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